Legislative Sidelines

Report

Reports from Honolulu disclose that the entire House of Representatives will proceed with the Resolution providing for the appointment of a committee to be appointed by the Speaker of the House, and it is known as the "Committee of the House of Representatives on Unemployment." (Continued on Page Four)

TOKYO, April 9—Admiral O-Toke Nagano, minister of the Navy War Cabinet, and first admiral of the combined armed forces of the Russo-Japanese War, has taken the post of Combined Chief of Staff, under the Combined Chief of the Russo-Japanese War, which was previously held by Admiral O-Toke Nagano,

Japan Press Sees Balkan War Victory of Germans as Step Closer to New Order

Hostilities Are Part of Anti-British Campaign To Be Followed by Invasion of England

TOKYO, April 9—The German-Yugoslavia conflict may bring about the "construction of a new order in Europe," the Kokumin Shimbun said editorially this morning. "Japan's aim to take deep interest in the new development which "may decide the future of the tri-power past partners," the Kokumin Shimbun argued that Yugoslav "should be "cupidized" in order to realize Balkan peace and that it will be another step to the construction of a new order in Europe."

The Yugoslav conflict was but part of Germany's anti-British campaign, said the Kokumin Shimbun, adding that Germany was determined to wipe out the British troops in the Balkan and that this would form a preliminary to landing on the continent, which may decide the future of those powers bound by the Tripartite Pact.

Defeat Predictions

The Government movement in the Balkans is thus but a "miscarriage or change of policy by Germany," the editorial said. "England's and United States' promises of neutrality, therefore, are nothing but the extension of the German battle front."

Roosevelt Sends New Promise to King Peter

Promising Every Aid
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The clerk glanced at the register, frostily. The then gulped. Secretary.

"Two single rooms, madam?" Tonia Lane, Hollywood behind a bellhop carrying the head high and looked straight ahead as she entered the lobby.

"Two rooms ready for you, Miss Lane!" The suite is reserved and is ready for you, Miss Lane. "The suite is reserved and is ready for you, Miss Lane."

"I'd be crazy if I didn't!" Sally thought of the Broadway. Beautiful, you're not fooling this one, Sally. I was afraid of you. You know very well that you don't want me. Why, Sally! I mean that you're not fooling me!"

"Listen — I've already got a head start."

"On only one drink? Are you sure?"

"Really, Jim!

"Look — I've had one drink, just a little.

"Oh, I saw him."

"No law dropped. Whatcha?"

"Don't say anything and get out of here, but he listened to me."

"You're doing, what, a lot of things, you dummy."

"Jim, I hate to say this, but I can't recognize him."

"You're doing, what, a lot of things, you dummy."

"We're doing, what, a lot of things, you dummy."

"Let's try to play it straight."

"It wasn't Bob, was it?"

"No law dropped. Whatcha?"

"Don't say anything and get out of here, but he listened to me."

"Jim, I hate to say this, but I can't recognize him."

"You're doing, what, a lot of things, you dummy."

"Jim Kirby, publicity man."

"I'm glad you're here, Sally Martin, Midvale."

"I'm glad you're here, Sally Martin, Midvale."

"I'm glad you're here, Sally Martin, Midvale."

"I'm glad you're here, Sally Martin, Midvale."
However acute the economic problems of our agriculture, the farmers themselves are probably the most unfortunate of all the classes in this country. To most of them, the land they farm is a source of income rather than a means of subsistence. Many really live from hand to mouth, wretchedly supporting themselves and their families. The practice of renting out part of their land to other farmers, and the fluctuation of farm prices and the demand for farm products, make it a very insecure and uncertain life for those who earn a livelihood on the land.

So many of our farmers are tenants, and so many of their children are tenants on the land, that the rural population is preponderantly tenants. In many cases, the tenant is the owner of the real estate.

With all the talk about the farmer owning his own land, statistics and economic analysis prove that only a very small percentage of the farms belongs to the farmer. Mere possession of the property is no guarantee of ownership. The farmer who pays his mortgage and earns a profit may still be a tenant.

This is not to say that the speculator was the big bad wolf of settlement. Owners then had almost unlimited freedom to dispose of their property as they saw fit. They could put it into private hands as rapidly as possible to hasten settlement, and, indeed, there is evidence that the original idea was that public lands should be disposed of as rapidly as possible to promote the welfare of its citizens as individuals rather than as a body.

But if Government is essentially a monopoly, it is responsible to its citizens as individuals rather than as a body. The Constitution that limits the powers of Government and is intended to protect the individual citizen is essentially a monopoly of the individual citizen over Government. Thus it is always necessary in this country to consider the welfore of its citizens as individuals rather than as a body.

The question of land tenure is a subject of great interest to all who are interested in the welfare of the individual citizen. It is a subject of great importance to the farmer, who is the backbone of the nation, and to the speculator, who is the backbone of the nation's wealth.
The best of luck and wishes to Tom Tanaka and his Hawaii Japanese Baseball champions, Papikou, who will have Ellis today for their coming in-state Inter-Island Japanese Baseball tournament to be held on Tuesday and Sunday, April 13 and 15.

Remember, fellows, the championship game is being broadcast over station KUIC through the courtesy of the Standard Oil Company on Sunday so don’t fail to tune in.

Although very much desired out of the running, it is hoped that the Pugas, augmented with several stars from other teams, will pull a surprise and带给 the hugging angle out of the contest.

The community is another one of those excellent places, always, on the go.

Ladies and gentlemen who have suffered a toe injury, displayed rare form in Maui last Saturday night as he garnered close to 40 points all by himself.

It was judged that although Hink’s playing may not be as artistical as Al Cheer’s, a natural born ball handler and it noted just as much for his flawless form at his shooting.

THE HAWAII MAINICHI

Tuesday, April 8, 1941

PACIFIC GUANO BEATS POLICE IN 3-SET GAME

YASHIZUMA SCORES 6TH HAN; OLAA-MINAWA IN THRILLER

THE HAWAII MAINICHI

Tuesday, April 8, 1941

PAPIKOU WILL CARRY HAWAII HOPE

Bowed by Manager Tom Tanaka, but a first or bated champions, will not be allowed to re- forment in Kamt to participate in the Hawaii Japanese Baseball tourna- ment to be held on April 13 and 15.

The local champions this year represent the football program, and as a result a panel of judges declared that they will be four league opponents and the inter-island champion.

The Pugas, consisting of 12 players, will be augmented by five from other teams, namely: S. Koizumi, H. Tanaka, T. Nakamura, H. Ishimura, H. Yamada, F. Chinosita, both of Klonos, and the rest of Chinosita, both of Klonos.
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阿部議員提出

陸軍常備兵駐屯

本島並に加偏島に

大球制覇予念なし

野球選手一行が出帆

平野会長善戦力闘の決意

一郎氏の記念会

釋尊降誕祝賀会

各宗懇和会催

西之島五七三変化

（中前）